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Abstract. Information Systems (IS) have turned into vital means for companies to survive in the
contemporary technology-oriented environment. Subsequently, over the last decades, this has brought
about the heavy investment of companies in ISs to guarantee high-quality products and services. Simi-
larly, supplier selection (SS) plays an inescapable role in today’s business. In addition, there are several
studies published showing the importance of the ISs in the SS problem. However, there has not been
any work evaluating the effectiveness of ISs on the SS problem, including a comprehensive and up-to-
date SS model. Therefore, this study proposed a complete model including six criteria that are almost
most important and shared in the literature: sustainability, reliability, resiliency, greenness, risk and
cost, and 31 sub-criteria. Then the effectiveness of 10 ISs on the SS problem has been shown through
using BWM in two consecutive stages, and then the model conducted in Emdadkhodro automotive
company to show its practicality and accuracy.
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1. Introduction

Information Systems (IS), as a scientific discipline, firstly grabbed the attention of researchers
in the 1960s [20]. That was when applied computer science emerged, which aimed at designing
and implementing data processing applications [5]. Information Systems (ISs) have turned into
a vital factor so that all organizations should take it into account to survive in the current
technology-oriented market. Accordingly, more organizations have invested widely in their IS
infrastructures to provide better services and produce better value products. These fast-growing
numbers result in the question of how much those systems add value to the business or the
organization compared to their investment. The role of information systems (IS) in providing
businesses with a competitive edge has recently been the topic of many discussions. Therefore,
this reveals that the competitive advantages stem from the IS solution and its utilization [44].
Indeed, on account of the functions above and the importance of ISs, there are so many studies
showing the significance of ISs regarding a wide range of different disciplines such as health
and medicine [37, 31], transportation [7], energy [36], biology [27], education, environment
[4], geography [42] and so many other ones. However, there are many studies about supplier
selection in which different types of ISs play a significant role [35, 2].
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On the other hand, owing to the indispensable role of SS in supply chain management,
over the recent years, so many studies have been published about the models based on which
the best suppliers are selected. Nevertheless, because of several contributing factors such as
time, discipline, and studies’ purpose, each of these researches has followed various models with
different priorities so that some studies have taken into account the sustainability factor in their
SS problem [23, 34], someone emphasizes on resiliency [8], some other scholars have worked on
reliability [45] and undoubtedly greenness has also been one of the most popular criteria in the
SS models [23, 18, 15] so that a large number of researchers have considered varying aspects
of the green suppliers selecting; specifically they have focused on the evaluation and ranking of
the weighting factors critical in choosing of green suppliers [41]. In addition, in so many works,
researchers have considered two terms of risk and cost in their studies regarding SS because of
their undeniable significance in realistic situations. Further, these criteria have been integrated
into the SS models [26, 3, 21, 40]. This undoubtedly illustrates the significance of SS models for
companies’ prosperity because of their adaptability and functionality in different circumstances.

Finally, when the heavy impact of ISs on SS is coupled with the undeniable role of SS in
supply chain management, this is highly likely to be vital for firms to have a thorough cognition
and understanding of the effectiveness and functionality of their ISs on their using SS model,
regardless of what criteria it includes. Probably once [16] have considered IS as a contributing
factor affecting supplier selection, was the first time when a study referred to a close correlation
between green SS and IS.

As there are different types of information systems and each of them concentrates on various
parts and targets in an organization, or generally a system, each of them impacts on selection
process differently; the purpose of this study is the evaluation the effectiveness of various ISs
not only on each of aforementioned primary criteria in SS models including sustainability,
reliability, resiliency, greenness, cost, and risk but also on SS model including all of these
criteria as a general model. Accordingly, this paper proposes a comprehensive framework to
support its purposes. Initially, it examines other studies, literature, and experts’ opinions to
gather the most determining criteria and sub-criteria which affect the general supplier selection
(by considering sustainability, reliability, resiliency, greenness, cost, and risk as criteria and their
sub-criteria). Then, through the Best-Worst method (BWM), the local and global weights of
criteria and sub-criteria will be calculated in accordance with the experts’ opinions. The next
step is computing the ISs’ performance associated with sustainability, reliability, resiliency,
greenness, cost, and risk separately and the general supplier selection in two different stages,
based on the experts’ opinions. Finally, firms could work on specific IS or ISs playing the most
crucial role in their SS processes and manage them, if necessary. All of these steps are designed
to answer this study’s research questions:

How does each of the information systems affect the six main criteria of the SS model?
What is the most effective information system in supplier selection problem?
Aiming to address the research objective of this study, evaluating the effectiveness of 10

different information systems on supplier selection is proposed.

2. Literature review

This section investigates the literature to illustrate the significance of information systems in
the supplier selection problem. To this end, this section includes four main parts in which four
different pieces of this puzzle are clarified separately. Accordingly, in the first part, the studies
illustrate the importance of ISs in supply chain or supplier selection. [17] used a Geographic
Information System (GIS) to select the best location between some candidates aiming to de-
sign a high-resolution microalgae-based biofuel supply chain through three phases. Similarly,
a Geographic Information System (GIS) software associated with a network analysis and vehi-
cle routing problem was considered by [43] to design a green vehicle routing to evaluate and
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decrease the carbon footprint of the papaya supply chain in Thailand. [1] took into account
information systems to support the business processes of the cocoa supply chain as one of the
most important economic industries in Ghana to identify its downsides. [9] proposed a novel
integrated MCDM model including 12 determining factors under the four divisions to select
the most efficient Inter-Organizational Information Systems as the basis of the modern sup-
ply chain. [13] considered one of the information systems, E-commerce, to represent a criteria
model for E-supplier in the mechanical manufacturing industry. [35] worked on the web-based
information system, including five critical criteria for selecting the optimal supplier to address
the problem of providing similar goods by various suppliers.

Finally, [2] propose a dynamic decision support system (DSS) as an information system to
select a sustainable supplier in a circular supplier chain. These studies published in recent years
show how important ISs are in the SS problems and the supply chain. In the next part, the
studies represent the ISs as contributing factors in the six criteria (sustainability, reliability,
resiliency, greenness, risk, and cost) in various fields. [12] considered information system in-
tegration associated with internal cost management and absorptive capacity as three effective
criteria in inter-organizational cost management in the supply chain. [10] used geographical ISs
to green areas’ accessibility in Turkey. With the aim of the effectiveness of ISs on reliability
criteria, this study inspired by research has been done by [19], adopted an ontological model of
an IS for evaluating and ensuring transportation reliability. [6] illustrated that an appropriate
decision support tool could guarantee the resiliency of a system such as a power distribution
system.

As decision support systems are among the most important ISs, this shows the importance of
this tool for enabling resiliency. [33] adopted a geographic IS to determine the risk of contracting
some specific diseases in different areas in Thailand. [39] developed an integrated accounting
and agricultural IS to guarantee sustainability and productivity in the farming sector. In these
sections, the significance of ISs in SS problems and the six main criteria have been shown by
citing recent studies.

However, in the next part of this section, the studies are presented in which the SS models
include one, two or three numbers of those six criteria to show the significance of these criteria
in the recent studies in the SS problems. Undoubtedly, greenness is one of the criteria playing a
leading role in SS problems. Researchers [18, 23, 15] proposed three different methods, including
Modified two-phase fuzzy goal programming integrated with IF-TOPSIS, a novel hybrid MCDM
model including the support vector machine (SVM), the fuzzy BWM and the fuzzy TOPSIS
approaches, and finally BWM and fuzzy TOPSIS, respectively, to select green suppliers. Some
researcher considered transportation cost to be one of the essential criteria in SS problems based
on an MCDA referring to the significance of cost factor in SS problem. [40], however, applied
the Fuzzy FANP, DEMATEL, fuzzy TOPSIS, and finaly a Weighted Goal Programming (WGP)
to select sustainable-reliable suppliers to increase three vital elements for customer satisfaction
and environmental regulations. [22] proposed a hybrid method including AHP, TOPSIS, and
finally, interval-valued intuitionistic fuzzy sets (IVIFSs) to select the sustainable supplier for
water environment treatment Public-Private Partnership projects.

Some researcher took into account two critical criteria regarding risk including disruption
risks and a risk-averse decision-maker to select the supplier selection and order allocation
through the particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm in the centralized supply chain,
which illustrates the strong influence of risk criteria in SS problem. Finally, [8] proposed a
model to select the resilient supplier. To this end, they utilized an integrated efficiency mea-
surement model consisting of Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) and principal components
analysis (PCA). And finally, in this part, first, it is mentioned why the BWM method is su-
perior to other traditional MCDM techniques. then some recent studies are represented using
this method in SS problems.
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According to [29], BWM should be considered a powerful MCDM method to address compli-
cated problems. What is more, in his study, he mentions four distinct benefits of this method,
distinguishing that from other MCDM techniques such as AHP. And these superiorities are:

1. The number of pairwise comparisons needed in BWM is highly fewer than the figure for
matrix-based MCDM methods.

2. Even though in a sizeable number of MCDM methods, consistency ratio is utilized to find
out whether the comparisons are reliable or not, since the output of this method is always
consistent, the consistency ratio is used to check the reliability level, thereby the results
arising from BWM is highly more likely to be reliable.

3. One of the most practical advantages of BWM is that not only used independently but
also integrated with other techniques.

4. Removing fractional numbers used in some of the other MCDM methods such as AHP
and only using integer numbers makes BWM easier to use.

Nevertheless, in this situation, it should be mentioned that [28] referred to such weakness
of BWM based on which in some realistic situations it is almost impossible to determine the
best and the worst option, and it is possible to have two best options or two worst options.
Accordingly, they proposed a modified BWM method to address this problem. However, several
studies using BWM to select the suppliers are shown below. [25] proposed an integrated method
including fuzzy BWM, fuzzy COPRAS, and fuzzy WASPAS to choose the excellent strategic
supplier in accordance with their greenness capabilities. In another study, [15] have used BWM
in addition to fuzzy TOPSIS to determine contributing factors of green supplier selection. And
[38] have proposed an integrated method consisting of a fuzzy group BWM and a fuzzy combined
compromise solution (CoCoSo), aiming to select the best supplier in reverse supply chains by
taking four contributing factors, namely lean, agile, resilient, and green elements into account.
As a result, in this section, it has been tried to cover all different aspects of the SS problem
represented in this study, ranging from the importance of ISs on the SS problem and on the
six main criteria to the importance of the six criteria on the SS problem to the significance of
BWM technique.

3. Statement of the problem

As almost all companies in today’s complicated market ought to have relationships with partners
in different parts of their supply chain, especially supplier selection, the fast flow of thorough and
practical information would be highly demanded to optimize the connection of all determining
sectors of the supply chain that lead into competitive advantages. This significance of having
a long-term relationship with partners in the contemporary market illustrates the necessity
of the supplier selection problem as one of the essential parts of the supply chain [14]. This
importance and necessity are the exact reason why companies should take a wide range of
criteria and weighting factors into account in their SS problem. That is to say, undoubtedly,
to minimize the risk and cost resulting from selecting the wrong suppliers as well as attaining
the potential profits arising from the selection of a sustainable, reliable, resilient, and green
supplier, SS plays a critical role for companies. Accordingly, there are extrinsic and intrinsic
contributing factors such as environmental, economic and social performance, forcing companies
to consider the critical criteria so as to fulfill their expectations [21]. On the other hand,
mounting evidence has revealed the undeniable effectiveness of ISs in the supply chain, so
that adoption of appropriate information systems not only impacts positively on the process
of the supplier selection but also influences different significant criteria such as sustainability,
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reliability, resiliency, greenness, risk, and cost that are some of the most common contributing
factors in SS problems. However, although there are several studies in the literature in which
one information system or information system as a whole has been introduced as a weighting
factor for SS problems, there is not any study evaluating the effectiveness of a wide range of
information systems on different types of SS models.

Therefore, to address the problem mentioned above and to fill the mentioned gap in the
literature, this study:

1. Proposes a comprehensive SS model that rarely is found in the literature: This model
consists of six main criteria regarding the SS problem that are currently considered by
scholars, including sustainability, reliability, resiliency, greenness, risk, and cost. Although
all of these criteria have been used in a long list of studies published in the literature, there
is not any paper in this field in which its SS model includes all of these six criteria, which
are almost the most common, at the same time. That is to say, most of the studies which
have proposed models for the SS problem take one, two, or three criteria. Therefore, a
study takes all of them into account for the first time.

2. Takes 10 different types of ISs into account in order to evaluate their influence on SS.
Usually, in the literature, the papers working on the SS problem mainly have taken
information system alone as a contributing factor in the SS problem. However, these
days almost all companies benefit from different types of ISs. Thus, it is almost for the
first time that a study examines the effectiveness of 10 various ISs on the SS problem by
considering those six major criteria.

3. Orders the ISs according to their effectiveness on SS. As just mentioned, until now, there
has been no research examining the effectiveness of a wide range of ISs on a comprehensive
SS model. As a result, this study shows the significance of each information system on a
model, including all the primary criteria of the SS problem. In this way, managers and
decision-makers in the company can gain an excellent understanding of the relationships
between two integral parts of their company.

4. Orders the ISs according to their effectiveness on the six criteria individually. As some
companies maybe have not all of these ISs or, on the other hand, give some of those six
criteria, not all, priority, this study provides them with such facilities that they emphasize
the effectiveness of each ISs on each criterion. for example, if in a company greenness is
placed on the premium, they can use this model to find out the effectiveness of each ISs
on the greenness factor.

To this end, initially, a general supplier selection model including six criteria and 31 sub-
criteria is proposed, so that its criteria are the six main factors that a contemporary SS model
would take into account, sustainability, reliability, resiliency, greenness, risk, and cost, in as-
sociation with their own contributing factors as the sub-criteria. In the subsequent stage, this
study employs the BWM method to find out the contribution or effectiveness of each of those
criteria in supplier selection. Then, the BWM method is used again to compute the effective-
ness of each of the predetermined information systems in each of those six criteria separately.
In this way, two sets of weights are gained through two-stage use of the BWM method showing
the effectiveness of different ISs on different criteria, and subsequently, the effectiveness of the
criteria on SS (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1: The hierarchy of green supplier selection’s criteria and sub-criteria.

4. Methods and materials

As the purpose of this study is to evaluate the effectiveness of different information systems
on a supplier selection problem in which six different criteria and their sub-criteria have been
taken into account, the BWM as an MCDM method is adopted in two successive stages in order
to deal with this problem. Accordingly, firstly the BWM is used to gain the weights of criteria
and sub-criteria. Then, this method is used one more time to find out the weights of different
ISs in accordance with their effectiveness on those sub-criteria.

4.1. Best Worst Method

There is a large number of MCDMmethods applied in the published researches. However, BWM
as a newly developed MCDM method is utilized in this study [29, 30]. Mounting evidence has
revealed that this method possesses some unique features making this method superior to so
many other MCDM methods. This method demands fewer data and does not require a full
pairwise comparison matrix making this method the most appropriate one for this study- and
ease of use for experts and decision-makers are some of those advantages. Nevertheless, in the
following, different stages of this method have been represented:

Step 1 - Determine a set of decision criteria. In this study, the criteria are presented in two
levels as criteria and sub-criteria.

Step 2 - Determine the best (B) (e.g., the most desirable, the most important) and the
worst (W ) (e.g., the least desirable, the least important) decision criteria based on the decision-
maker(s)/expert(s) opinion.

Step 3 - Determine the preference of the best decision criterion (B) over all the other
decision criteria, using a Linguistic 9-point scale for pairwise comparison for the best-worst
method (Figure 2). The result is a best-to-others (BO) vector as follows;

AB = (aB1, aB2, ..., aBn)
Whereas aBj represents the preference of B over j and as expected aBB = 1.
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Step 4 - Determine the preference of all the decision criteria over the worst criterion (W ),
using a Linguistic 9-point scale for pairwise comparison for best-worst method (Figure 2), Which
results in the others-to-worst (OW ) vector as follows;

AW = (aW1, aW2, ..., aWn)
T

Whereas ajW represents the preference of j over W and as expected aWW = 1.

Step 5 - Find the optimal weights(W ∗
1 ,W

∗
2 , . . . ,W

∗
n). The optimal weights should be deter-

mined such that the maximum absolute differences |WB − aBjWj |, |Wj − ajWWw| for all j is
minimized, or equivalently;

minmax|WB − aBjWj |, |Wj − ajWWw|
s.t.∑

j Wj = 1

Wj ≥ 0forallj (1)

Problem (2) is equal to the following linear problem:

minξL

|WB − aBjWj | ≤ xiLforallj

|Wj − ajWWw| ≤ xiLforallj∑
j Wj = 1

Wj ≥ 0forallj (2)

Solving the above model (2), optimized weights (W ∗
1 ,W

∗
2 , . . . ,W

∗
n) and the optimal objective

function value ξL will be gained. For this model, ξL can be directly considered as an indicator
of the consistency of the comparisons (here, we do not use Consistency Index, so that values
close to zero show a high level of consistency of the pairwise comparisons provided by the
decision-maker(s)/expert(s). For MCDM problems with more than one level of criteria such
as this study, first of all, the weights for different levels should be obtained through the BWM
steps, then, the weights of different levels have to be multiplied to determine the global weights
[32].

Figure 2: Linguistic scale for pairwise comparison for best worst.

4.2. Evaluation of the effectiveness of ISs

SO far, by using the BWM method, the optimal weights of the criteria and sub-criteria have
been calculated for supplier selection. Similarly, the same method has been adopted, aiming
to calculate the optimal weights of ISs regarding those sub-criteria. Accordingly, in this stage,
to calculate the final weights of information systems based on the BWM, these (ISs) should be
considered the new sub-criteria for each of the main sub-criteria of the represented model. Then,
the subsequent stage (calculation of the global weights of ISs) is the same as the operations
done for calculation the global weights of sub-criteria in the last section. However, in this phase,
the number of times BWM has been used for ISs is as many as those sub-criteria. Finally, all
weights of each IS in different sub-criteria categories ought to be aggregated.
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5. Case Study

The proposed model and method are conducted in Emdad-Khodro Company in Saipa automo-
tive group as one of the two largest automotive companies in Iran, to evaluate the effectiveness
of its information systems on the supplier selection problem in this company. In 2011, almost
all ISs in this company were converted from windows-based ISs to web-based systems. Then,
since 2014, all of them have been substituted with the mobile ISs covering almost all different
sectors in the company. However, from the utilization of these information systems in the com-
pany, there has not been any study to evaluate these ISs on the Supplier selection process by
considering the most contributing factors, including sustainability, reliability, resiliency, green-
ness, cost, and risk. Furthermore, there has not been any research showing what ISs should be
focused on more and what ISs are using too many resources.

Currently, the using ISs of this company are; 1 - transaction processing system (TPS), 2 -
customer relation management (CRM), 3 - management information system (MIS), 4 - office
automation system (OAS), 5 - knowledge management (KM), 6 - supply chain management
(SCM), and 7 - enterprise resource planning (ERP). To this end, in the following section,
different steps of evaluating the effectiveness of 10 ISs (including 1 - transaction processing
system (TPS), 2 - electronic commerce (EC), 3 - customer relation management (CRM), 4 -
decision support system (DSS), 5 - management information system (MIS), 6 - office automation
system (OAS), 7 - knowledge management (KM), 8 - supply chain management (SCM), 9 -
enterprise resource planning (ERP) and 10 - business intelligence (BI)) on the SS problem
by considering the six determining factors through the proposed method are represented. In
order to create a balance among the experts’ ideas, this study benefits from the opinions of 50
academics and industrial experts to determine the criteria, sub-criteria, and different stages of
the BWM relying on the experts’ opinions. Totally, all of the questionnaires had been sent to
87 experts, and finally, 50 of them have responded completely to all of those questionnaires. In
the following, however, the figure gives more detailed information about the experts.

Figure 3: Experts information.
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6. Discussion

6.1. Calculating the global weights of sub-criteria

Step 1- in this stage, based on the opinions of the company’s experts and literature, six criteria,
namely; stainability, reliability, resiliency, greenness, cost, and risk, have been determined to
form the first level of the SS problem. Subsequently, several sub-criteria are first gathered
and then selected according to the experts’ opinion by considering the literature and published
related studies.

As a result, a SS model is proposed, including six criteria and 31 sub-criteria (Figure 1).
In order to select criteria and their sub-criteria, a questionnaire has been prepared, aiming to
gather the experts’ opinions through scoring them from 1 to 10 according to their importance
(1; not effective to 10; perfectly effective). These selected criteria and sub-criteria are those
factors that the accounting average of experts’ opinions about them have been seven or more.

Figure 4: Determining criteria based on expert’s opinion.

Figure 1 illustrates the main list of criteria gathered from the literature (first column) and
according to the experts’ opinions (second column as the average score of experts), scoring
them from 1 to 10, by considering their significance as the appropriate criteria for the supplier
selection model. And after obtaining the criteria, their sub-criteria are gathered from the
literature.

Similarly, the same procedures have been followed to find out the most appropriate sub-
criteria for the SS model by the experts’ opinions (Figure 4).
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Figure 5: Determining sub-criteria based on expert’s opinion.

Step 2- in this stage, BWM has been used in order to calculate the global weights of sub-
criteria. To this end, the following steps have been done;

Step 2-1- determining the best and the worst criteria based on the experts’ opinion. Ac-
cordingly, sustainability and resiliency have been chosen as the best and the worst criteria,
respectively. In the subsequent phase, the BO and OW stages of the BWM have been operated
to calculate the optimal weights of criteria.

Step 2-2- The same operations have been used for sub-criteria to calculate their optimal
weights in the next stage,

Step 2-3- Finally, for calculating the global weights of sub-criteria, the optimal weight of
each sub-criterion multiples to the optimal weight of its criteria.

The results of these operations are shown in Figure 1. In the first column, the criteria are
illustrated, and through green and yellow colors, the best and the worst criteria have been
marked, respectively. In the second column, the local weights of those criteria are shown
calculated through the BWM. The third and fourth columns represent the sub-criteria and
their local weights. Finally, in the last column, the global weights of the sub-criteria are shown
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calculated by multiplying the numbers of the fourth column (local weights of sub-criteria) by
the related numbers of the second column (local weights of their criteria).

Figure 6: Local weights of criteria and sub-criteria and the global weights of sub-criteria.

6.2. Calculating the global weights of information systems

In this stage, it is time to calculate the weights of ISs regarding the SS problem. So far, the
weights of two levels of factors (criteria and their sub-criteria) have been calculated. Then,
the global weights of these sub-criteria have been gained to determine the effectiveness of each
sub-criteria on the SS problem. Similarly, if it is going to evaluate the effectiveness of several
ISs on the SS problem, the effectiveness of each single IS ought to be determined regarding
those sub-criteria. This is just like a three-tier model including criteria, sub-criteria, and ISs.
in this case, it is noticeable that all of the 10 ISs are considered as the new sub-criteria for
the main sub-criteria of the SS model in this study. This means that the BWM method must
be repeated as many as the number of sub-criteria (31 times in this study, on account of 31
sub-criteria) to calculate the weights of all ISs regarding every single sub-criterion.

Step 1- Using the BWM to find the local weights of ISs in accordance with 31 sub-criteria.

Step 2- In order to calculate the global weights of ISs regarding every sub-criterion, the local
weight of each IS, is multiplied to the global weights of the related sub-criteria calculated in
the last stage. As a result, the global weights of every single IS are computed in 31 different
categories (the number of sub-criteria). That is to say, all different stages done in these steps
for the calculation of the global weights of ISs are as similar as those of calculating the global
weights of sub-criteria. However, the criteria and sub-criteria in this stage are different so that
the criteria are the sub-criteria of the SS problem and the new sub-criteria are the ISs that are
similar for all 31 new criteria (31 sub-criteria). In the following, Figure 4 and Figure 5 show the
local weights and global weights of one criterion (sustainability) for instance. Firstly, in Figure 7,
the local weights of all 10 ISs regarding every single sub-criterion (in this figure, the sub-criteria
of sustainability) are shown, calculating through BWM. Then, in Figure 8, the global weights
of all 10 ISs regarding each sub-criterion (in this figure, the sub-criteria of sustainability) are
shown calculating through multiplying the local weights of ISs regarding each sub-criterion with
the global weights of that sub-criterion calculated in the last stage.
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Figure 7: local weights of ISs regarding six sub-criteria of Sustainability criteria.

Figure 8: Global weights of ISs regarding six sub-criteria of Sustainability criteria.

6.3. Determining the effectiveness of information systems

After calculating the global weights of ISs regarding all 31 sub-criteria, it is possible to calculate
the total weights of each IS regarding supplier selection showing its effectiveness. To this end,
all 31 global weights of each IS (resulting from its 31 global weights regarding 31 sub-criteria)
must be aggregated for every single IS. In other words, in this step, all 31 global weights of
each IS illustrating its effectiveness in 31 sub-criteria of the SS model should be summed to
determine the total weights (effectiveness) of the specific IS. Accordingly, this process should
be repeated for all other nine ISs. In the following, Figure 6 shows the total weights of ISs
regarding only sustainability criteria. In fact, this figure possesses only one more column than
Figure 8, aiming to show the steps more precisely.

Figure 9: Total weights of ISs regarding six sub-criteria of Sustainability criteria.

Similarly, this step should be repeated for the sub-criteria of the other five criteria. Figure
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10 below illustrates the aggregated weights of all ISs regarding all 31 sub-criteria. That is to
say, this figure shows the last column of Figure 9, but for all six criteria.

Figure 10: Total weights of ISs regarding six sub-criteria of Sustainability criteria.

As a result, the last column of Figure 10 shows the total weights of all 10 ISs in the SS
problem. Accordingly, among the all different ISs, SCM plays the most effective role with
0.216434812; it has the largest weights in five out of six criteria (except in sustainability). Con-
versely, OAS is the least effective IS (0.047084614), and the least effective IS in five out of six
criteria (Except in resiliency). ERP and CRM have the second and the third largest weights at
0.173760399 and 0.125104209, respectively. By contrast, TPS and BI are the second and the
third least effective ISs (with the weights of 0.060113212 and 0.060424941, respectively). Nev-
ertheless, the values for KM and DSS were slightly more than those of TPS and BI, whereas the
values for MIS and EC are more than those values at 0.095215202 and 0.088508116, respectively.

6.4. Managerial decision in Emdadkhodro

As mentioned, there are seven different information systems in Emdadkhodro company: TPS,
CRM, MIS, OAS, KM, SCM, and ERP. According to this company’s managers, these ISs in
decreasing order of significance are CRM, ERP, MIS, SCM, KM, OAS, TPS. That is to say,
they spend the largest and the smallest amount of money, energy, and time on CRM and TPS,
respectively. Furthermore, the first four ISs in this company account for around 85% of the
resources. What is more, they mainly place the premium on sustainability, risk, and cost.
On the other hand, based on Figure 10, although the four most important ISs are the same
(SCM, ERP, CRM, MIS), their order are completely different. In other words, SCM is the
most effective IS and other items in decreasing order are ERP, CRM, SCM. Plus, considering
the figure (Figure 10), these four ISs make up 60% of the importance, and there should be at
least 10 ISs. Therefore, there are some essential lessons that Emdadkhodro should consider.
To begin with, by considering that they are working on sustainability, risk and cost, giving
ERP and SCM priority in sustainability and risk and cost, respectively. It means that there
is no one-size-fits-all, and they should focus on different ISs for different purposes. However,
in general, SCM still should be the most important IS. And there are three other ISs: DSS,
EC, and BI that, according to Figure 10, are almost as important as TPS and KM and are
more important than OAS. This shows that undoubtedly they should start working on these
ISs in their companies. In addition, it seems that they underestimate the significance of TPS,
while Figure 10 illustrates that it would be considered as much as DSS, KM, and BI. Thus, this
comparison shows that if wanting to maximize the effectiveness of its ISs in the SS problem,
the Edadkhodro company ought to revise its ISs in different parts and reorganize its focus on
them.
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7. Managerial implication

As mentioned in the introduction section, nowadays, the supplier selection problem has been
turned into an inescapable part of business and organization because of several contributing
social and economic factors. On the other hand, several studies have shown the indispensable
role of different information systems in not only the SS problem, but also organizations as inde-
pendent meas. However, there has not been any study in the literature showing the effectiveness
of a wide range of information systems on the supplier selection process by considering some
of the most important criteria and sub-criteria. Nevertheless, this is not the only contribution
that this study has been represented. One of the most advantageous contributions of this study
is the practical horizon. This means that this study has considered some of the most impor-
tant and practical criteria and sub-criteria in the SS model. Undoubtedly criteria including
sustainability, reliability, resiliency, greenness, risk, and cost are not only current issues of the
literature, but also are some of the most essential factors that almost all organizations consider
in the contemporary market. In addition, regarding the sub-criteria, this study has considered
the same approach.

What is more, through using BWM in two consecutive stages, the effectiveness of all different
components of this study, including criteria, sub-criteria, ISs on criteria, and ISs on sub-criteria,
have been clarified. That is to say, beside Figure 6 showing the weights of criteria and sub-criteria
that could be so important for decision-makers because of the significance and practicality of
those factors, Figure 8 helps managers in order to know the effectiveness of each single IS on
every single sub-criterion. For instance, managers could understand that ERP is the most
effective IS on productivity, Reusability, recycling, and reverse logistics program, order status,
and material, while MIS and CRM are the most effective ISs on management and quality,
respectively. Similarly, there is the same information about the least effective ISs. This, actually,
enables managers and decision-makers to take the most optimized factors in their decisions to
minimize the risk, cost, and error. The information in Figure 9, on the other hand, benefits
the managers in a more general way so that they are able to know about the effectiveness
of ISs on criteria. For example, if focusing on sustainability, the company could know that
ERP is the most effective IS, whereas OAS has the least importance. And according to Figure
10, managers could optimize their concentration and investment of their whole ISs regarding
the SS problems because they can know different levels of effectiveness of ISs. Accordingly,
they could strengthen their weaknesses and better understand the importance of different ISs
in the SS problem by considering some of the most practical criteria and sub-criteria that
normally all organizations take into account. Finally, although almost all of the criteria and
their sub-criteria have been used in different studies and there have been so many studies taking
sustainability, resiliency, greenness, reliability, cost, and risk independently into consideration,
this study provides decision-makers with a comprehensive model including all of those significant
contributing factors in order to show the effectiveness of almost all using ISs on those factors
by considering sustainability, reliability, resiliency, greenness, risk, and cost which are some of
the most practical and important criteria in SS problem.

8. Conclusions

Although there are so many studies in the literature about supplier selection, it is rarely found
that research has proposed a model including a wide range of major criteria and sub-criteria. On
the other hand, there are so many studies in the literature about the importance of information
systems in the business, and several studies have shown the significance of ISs in SS problems,
but mainly as a sub-criterion of the SS models. However, there has not been any research
illustrating the effectiveness of some ISs on SS by considering some of the most important and
current criteria consisting of sustainability, reliability, resiliency, greenness, risk, and cost.
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Accordingly, this study has proposed a SS model including sustainability, reliability, re-
siliency, greenness, risk, and cost as criteria and 31 sub-criteria. In this way, almost all of the
current important and practical contributing factors in the SS problem are considered. Fur-
thermore, a two-stage BWM is used to determine the effectiveness of ISs on the SS problem. To
this end, firstly, the global weights of sub-criteria are calculated. Secondly, this method is used
again to determine the global weights of ISs regarding sub-criteria. Finally, the aggregated
weights (effectiveness) of ISs on the SS problem are calculated. In addition to the advan-
tages of BWM as a methodology mentioned, its simplicity and practicality enable managers
and decision-makers to adopt it. However, the results of this study show that Sustainability
and resiliency are the most and the least important criteria in the SS problem. Similarly, the
most and the least effective sub-criteria on every criterion are represented. In addition, ac-
cording to the result, SCM and ERP are the most effective ISs regarding the SS problem with
0.216434812 and 0.173760399, respectively. Conversely, OAS and TPS have the least and the
second least amount of effectiveness on the SS problem, respectively. Other ISs in decreasing
order of effectiveness are CRM, MIS, EC, DSS, KM, and BI.

Indeed, the most important contributions of this study are; initially proposing a thorough
and comprehensive SS model including the main new and practical criteria and sub-criteria,
evaluation of ISs performance in this SS model, and using an accurate, easy to use and practical
Method to address the problem. This is because managers enable to consider and be informed
about the all-different components of this problem, including criteria, sub-criteria, and ISs that
provide decision-makers with accurate and detailed information minimizing errors, risk, and
cost in realistic situations.

Undoubtedly two of the most important limitations of this study were; finding a company
in which there are a sizeable number of ISs set and organized systematically and finding a com-
pany seriously taking sustainability, resiliency, reliability, greenness, risk, and cost into account
in their processes. However, the concept of this study could create several ideas for future
studies by emphasizing the effectiveness of ISs on different important problems, evaluating the
effectiveness of other important and practical factors on the SS problem, and even using some
other method to cope with this problem.
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